Colors and Materials

Silk Scarf
- R102 G43 B33

Cloth Sash
- R78 G32 B25

Breast Plate
- R127 G116 B112

Grieves
- R52 G56 B57

Coat
- R121 G94 B74

Wool Lining
- R89 G86 B8885

Pinstripe Pants
- R52 G51 B61

Eyes
- R182 G106 B67

Flask Symbol

Varric Tethras
Character Guide
LOOK FOR THE BEST DRESSED MAN IN Lowtown and you’ll find Varric Tethras. There among the gamblers and thieves, this merchant prince holds court, spinning his stories as he robs the room blind.

The famed companion to the Champion of Kirkwall knows a good shirt can sell a story, and the right clothes are every bit as valuable as coin. Born a surface dwarf, Varric’s dress is a subtle snub to tradition, foregoing the typical beard while making light of ostentatious merchant families.